Abstract. This mini-workshop brought together established researchers and newer entrants in the field of cell motility, a challenging research area located at the crossroads of biology, mathematics and physics. Cell locomotion occurs through complex interactions that involve, among others, actin polymerization, matrix degradation, chemical signaling, adhesion and pulling on the substrate and fibers. In recent years the spatial resolution of experiments at a cellular and sub-cellular level have revealed a landscape of unexpected behaviors that demand for the application of physics and classical mathematical methods to reveal the principles that are at the basis of cell motion in terms of adhesion, directionality, internal engines. The focus of the mini-workshop was on the fundamental research in mathematical methods for biophysics of the cell, especially on the mathematical framework for the mechanics of the actin network, the encadrement of cellular traction as an inverse problem and the relation between cell-to-cell communication and morphogenesis.
Introduction by the Organisers
The topic of the mini-workshop was intended to bring together modelers and analysts from medicine, biology, physics and mathematics, working on central research aspects of cell motion mechanics -which comprise intracellular signaling and motor dynamics, single cell adhesion and locomotion analysis as well as cellcell interaction and tissue formation. The noticeable result was that a "crew" of 15 mostly younger scientists from more than 10 countries met for 5 days in the smaller "Sitzungssaal" around its oval table, giving an ideal opportunity for excellent presentations about current research work and for long-lasting and lively on-talk-discussions. Despite of tremendous recent developments, the mathematical aspect of the mechanics of cell motility is still in its infancy. The goal of the mini-workshop was to critically discuss and classify state-of-the-art models which capture the essence of mechanical and biological interactions. Supplemented by appropriate computational simulation techniques these mathematical models are expected to provide further insight into complex biomechanical phenomena and capture basic dependencies and trends. The talks pointed out the main assumptions, simplifications and predictions of a wide variety of mathematical models. The following discussions clarified the similarities and contradictions between predictions of different approaches, with the scope of understanding the advantages and the range of validity for each model. The topics discussed covered several levels of description -from single actin filaments to cell fragments, whole cells and tissues. Part of the talks focussed on the initiation process of cell motility and the pre-merging conditions. A second group of talks concerned the perpetuation mechanisms, once movement is initiated, and the interaction with the extra-cellular matrix. Other talks concentrated on cellto-cell communication and group dynamics of moving cells. It became clear from the discussion that the emphasis on the processes involved in cell motility -protrusion, adhesion and retraction, matrix degradation, chemical signaling -differs between models, that are necessarily based on simplifying assumptions on this complex biological system. It was very inspiring for the different participants to see the problem they are working on from a totally different perspective. Scientist working experimentally in this field were also present, not only giving an insight into remarkable, yet not clarified biological behaviors, but also pointing out the mathematical problems that arise in the analysis and interpretation of their experimental data. It also became clear from these talks how important research on cell motility for future application in prevention and treatment of diseases is: Understanding the basic mechanisms of cell adhesion might be the key tool to inhibit tumor cell migration; the mechanotransduction of intercellular signals plays a relevant role in determining the pathways of cells in embryos and the related cardiac malfunctions, to name just a couple of examples. Particularly interesting was that everybody could communicate with everybody, since independent of the different educational origins and working areas, for understanding the underlying mechanics of cell motility, very similar or analogous modeling ideas and analysing methods were used. Thus, the effects of this intense and fruitful mini-workshop were manifold: not only that each participant gave and received impulses, but also the whole community gained new insights and proposals for further research in this growing interdisciplinary field.
